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MEETINGS PLAN
Even though meetings are still one of the most effective ways for people to share ideas, exchange 

information, collaborate, and make decisions, most workers complain that meetings are a waste of 
time. Leaders need to make sure their meetings are effective and generating results.

Planning meetings
Before you call a meeting, ask:
O Is this meeting necessary?
O Can I get the same information and the same  

buy-in from an email discussion?
O Have I given people enough time to properly 

prepare and clear their calendar to attend?
O Is this the best use of my time?
O Is this the best use of my employee’s time?

When planning the meeting, ask:

1.  What is the purpose of this meeting? Are we 
here to: 
O Share information?
O Make decisions?
O Brainstorm for new ideas?
O Coalesce team members around a central idea?
O Obtain updates from various departments?

2. What do we need to achieve/accomplish
in this meeting?
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
 
3. Who needs to be at the meeting?  
Are there some people who are vital, meaning that we 
cannot move forward with the meeting without them?
Are they available?

Person            Role                      Critical? Y/N
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

Create an agenda
Once the goals, the participants, and the outcomes are 
clear, create an agenda for the meeting.

Every meeting needs and agenda. The agenda should be 
promulgated to every attendee 24 hours in advance. This 
shows that managers are not wasting their team’s time.

The meeting agenda should include:
1. The meeting’s focus
2. The beginning and ending time
3. What participants need to prepare or bring
4. A list of discussion topics
5. The time allotted for each discussion topic
6. The person responsible for the discussion topic

Meeting tips
1.  Start on time. If we wait while people drift in, people will 

learn that showing up on time wastes more of their time 
so they will also start showing up late.

2.  End on time to show respect for people’s time.
3.  Make sure everyone gets a chance to be heard. 
4.  If we are in charge, wait to provide an opinion until last 

to make sure people don’t feel that they have to agree 
with leadership. you.________________ (date)
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